2008 pontiac g6 passenger side mirror

For more information go to Kool Vue Mirrors are your most affordable OE replacement mirrors
and they are manufactured from the highest quality, corrosion-resistant materials to withstand
all types of weather. Kool Vue specializes in producing mirrors for all vehicle makes and
models; Our mirrors go through rigorous We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Mirror part. Returns Policy. Folding Type.
Towing Mirror. Quantity Sold. Shop Pontiac G6 Mirror. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 13 of 13
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Jan 27, Easy installation. Mirror was
delivered on the promised date, installation was smooth using installation instructions off
YouTube. Had to buy the tools needed fairly inexpensive from the local Lowes store. Louis
Mansour. Purchased on Jan 18, Dec 16, The mirror is just like the one that was on the car I was
just happy to find it with your company I probably should have ordered two and the price was
amazing Thank you. Debra Alexander. Purchased on Dec 05, Oct 26, Love car parts. Great
prices.. Like the mirror great price and it fit just right on the driver side door. Thank you..
Purchased on Oct 09, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. GM side-view mirror replacements are expensive whether purchasing them from the
dealer or aftermarket venues. If the passenger side-view mirror on your Pontiac G6 is broken,
missing, or just inoperable, the determined do-it-yourselfer can perform the repair and save
some money on labor charges from dealer service or local body shops. Roll the passenger side
door window all the way down. Turn off the ignition and remove the keys. Gently pry the window
control panel from the arm rest with the pry tool or screwdriver starting at the bottom of the
panel. Flip it over and unplug all the wire harness outlets from it. Set the panel aside. Locate
and remove the two panel door plugs near the arm rest concealing the two screws and remove
the screws with the Phillips head screwdriver. Remove the door panel retainer plugs along the
edge of the door by pressing in the middle of the plug to unlock it and removing the plug.
Detach the mounting triangle from the upper inside door panel covering the side-view mirror.
Remove the door panel by lifting outward and then upward. Disconnect the speaker wire
harness from the underside of the door panel and set the door panel aside. Pull back the foam
insulation from the inside panel covering the side-view mirror. Unscrew the three mounting nuts
from the mirror using the ratchet, extension and a socket. Do not drop the nuts into the door
cavity. Install the new mirror and replace the mounting nuts on the mirror studs and tighten with
the ratchet, socket, and extension. Plug the mirror wire harness back in. Replace the foam
insulation. Replace the mounting triangle. Replace the door panel by reversing the procedure.
Start by plugging in the speaker wire first. Jody L. Campbell spent over 15 years as both a
manager and an under-car specialist in the automotive repair industry. Prior to that, he
managed two different restaurants for over 15 years. Campbell began his professional writing
career in with the publication of his first book. Step 1 Roll the passenger side door window all
the way down. Step 2 Gently pry the window control panel from the arm rest with the pry tool or
screwdriver starting at the bottom of the panel. Step 3 Locate and remove the two panel door
plugs near the arm rest concealing the two screws and remove the screws with the Phillips
head screwdriver. Step 4 Remove the door panel retainer plugs along the edge of the door by
pressing in the middle of the plug to unlock it and removing the plug. Step 5 Detach the
mounting triangle from the upper inside door panel covering the side-view mirror. Step 6
Remove the door panel by lifting outward and then upward. Step 7 Locate and disconnect the
mirror wire harness. Step 8 Pull back the foam insulation from the inside panel covering the
side-view mirror. Step 9 Unscrew the three mounting nuts from the mirror using the ratchet,
extension and a socket. Step 10 Pry the mirror gently away from the outside of the door. Step 11
Install the new mirror and replace the mounting nuts on the mirror studs and tighten with the
ratchet, socket, and extension. Pontiac sells vehicles which are designed for the highest
performance, and that means the G6 just won't run as intended without top-quality
high-performance parts. High performance sets of wheels, such as your road-beating Pontiac
G6, were built to be pushed past their tolerance, and afterwards given needed maintenance.
Today's high-end vehicle owners have it right about how to optimize the performance level of
their Pontiac G6 by replacing old parts with performance-optimized auto parts. For decades
Pontiac has constructed heavy-duty and durable vehicles that professionals can depend on to
get the job done. When contemplating great reliability and long lasting performance you want a
quality vehicle from Pontiac. That Pontiac in the garage was created with quality and
craftsmanship; it should get new replacement or OEM components with a similar top level of
quality. Your car has numerous Pontiac G6 Mirrors; these need to be switched out at such time
as they are cracked or marred. The Pontiac G6 Mirror enables the driver to spot autos at the

back of them without turning their bodies away from the present bearing of the road, which
diminishes the possibility of accidents and assists when backing up. A Pontiac G6 Mirror is a
necessary safety component that enables the car's driver to monitor vehicles behind the driver.
Though they might not be critical components such as your vehicle's suspension, the less
crucial components of your car or truck are critical to having complete use from the vehicle you
devote all that time and money on. Small parts of a car or truck, while not mandatory for the
smooth drivability of a car or truck, are still elements you should keep in tip-top working order.
Why in the world would you accept a part from the junkyard when you can buy exactly what you
need so easily? No matter whether you drive a smokin' hot rod or a station wagon, we have the
parts you need right here. Whether you own an exotic sports car or a sport utility vehicle, we
have all the aftermarket parts you want right here at They are available for the following Pontiac
G6 years: , , , , , , 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, Product was shipped on time and assembled well to the car.
The quality of the product is very good. The part was exactly as described and fit perfectly.
Seriously save yourself money and get this replacment for a fraction of the cost of a OEM one.
Shipping was fast and accurate, partsgeek kept me updated the entire time. Good price, arrived
fast. Would definitely order from them again. I ordered a mirror for my car from Parts Geek - I
received it promptly and it was the perfect fit. Great products. Ordered this product because I hit
my mirror on our garage. This was a great fix! We were able to paint it the color of my car. Can't
even tell I had to replace it. Fast shopping and a great product! Thank you so much! Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket
within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See
customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek
always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Action Crash GM Mirror.
Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement
part. Dorman Mirror. Features: Reverse engineered to look, fit and function exactly like the
original door mirror Includes same mirror glass, housing, bracket and technology as the
original part that came on the vehicle No special tools or equipment is necessary for installing
this new part. Package Contents 1 Mirror Assembly. Product Color Textured Black. Mirror
Operation Power. Features: Features and Benefits. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Your car's door mirrors serve a very important purpose and it is never safe to drive without
them. Seeing the view to the rear and side lets you make smart decisions. Each mirror offers a
perspective that even your blind spot won't provide. Unfortunately, side mirrors are prone to
wear and damage. You never want to go for long in that situation, so replace a mirror for less by
getting one from a supplier on the web. What Is a Side Mirror? A side mirror, or wing mirror, is
more than just Pontiac G6 side mirror glass. The glass is an important part, but today's
automotive mirrors are more complex than that. Usually attached to the door, the side mirror
includes other mechanisms for adjusting the horizontal and vertical position of the glass. It
might also have electrical heating, dimming, and turn signals. Convex glass allows for more to
be seen in a small surface area. The result of this is that things look smaller and more distant.
That is why passenger-side mirrors say that objects are closer than they appear; this is actually
a regulatory requirement. Other requirements include provisions for the curvature radius of
each mirror. These have been put forth by U. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard History of
Side Mirrors on Cars For quite some time, cars had side mirrors on the driver's side. Most roads
had only one lane in each direction through the s. Until the s, if you had a rear-view mirror
inside the car, a passenger side mirror was only a luxury option. That all change by the late s as
roads were expanded and traffic got heavier. That means if you have a cracked or marred
mirror, Pontiac G6 side mirror replacement is an absolute necessity so you don't get into an
accident, or at the very least, a traffic ticket. Reasons to Replace a Side Mirror The most obvious
reason to change a G6 door mirror is if you can't see due to bad glass. Sometimes the glass can
be replaced separately, but most likely you'll need a new assembly. The mirror might get
knocked off the car by another vehicle. Electrical and mechanical problems, bad wiring or
connectors, and corrosion can affect accessory functions such as mirror adjustments, heaters,
and lights. If any of these are lost, replace the part right away. Side Mirror Replacement Cost
You can usually replace a side mirror on your own. If you can, then you avoid labor charges and
other fees charged by mechanics. It doesn't usually matter what model year you have. These
are of the same brands and quality as elsewhere. You can therefore fix the problem and restore
your safety at a price that is more favorable to saving cash and enjoying your ride. Read more
reviews. Fit perfect. Price was the best I found. I shared this site with friends and family!
Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Pontiac G6. Catalog:
B. Vehicle Body Pontiac G6. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. It features a Convex
surface, Drop Fit fit type, and measures 4. Burco replacement automotive mirrors deliver the
performance, looks and clarity needed for optimal viewing. And best of all! There is a Burco

replacement automotive mirror for virtually every vehicle on the road! Burco Redi Cuts mirror
replacements provide a solution when just the mirror glass is broken. Our mirror replacements
are an economical and quality alternative to high-priced OEM mirror assemblies. Be savvy and
replace that broken side mirror. Shape, functionalities, and size must be verified prior to
choosing the correct mirror. Please reference the product details section. We do our best to
offer solutions and coverage for your vehicle! Important things to know:. Please Note: The same
make, model and year vehicle may have several different mirror styles, and therefore a different
mirror glass. This is why it is absolutely imperative that you confirm the dimensions listed for
this mirror match the dimensions from your existing factory glass. Failure to do so can result in
your receiving the incorrect glass. When you replace a broken automotive side-view mirror with
a Burco replacement automotive mirror, congratulate yourself for being savvy enough to locate
an automotive replacement mirror that is as good as, or better than your original automotive
mirror glass. Burco replacement automotive mirrors are top quality and deliver the
performance, looks and clarity needed for optimal viewing. We promise to never spam you, and
just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. This product hasn't received
any reviews yet. Be the first to review this product! We carry all types of Mirror Glass for driver
and passenger side mirrors. Each is an exact fit for your vehicle! Free shipping. Minimum
Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Gift Wrapping:. Add to Cart. Add to Wishlist. Fitment
Specifications: Angle: Fit Type: Measures: Diagonally: Please Note: The same make, model and
year vehicle may have several different mirror styles, and therefore a different mirror glass.
Burco Replacement Mirror Glass Features: Burco replacement automotive mirrors meet or
exceed your vehicles original manufacturers mirror. Every Burco automotive mirror
replacement is an exact match to your existing mirror. That means it will have the same size,
shape, bend and features. Installation is quick and easy, typically taking about 30 minutes. No
long waits, going without a vehicle or paying for a costly mirror head assembly. There is a
Burco automotive replacement mirror for virtually every vehicle on the road in heated,
non-heated, signal, heated-signal, high-bend convex and blue glass. Location Passenger Side
Diagonal Dimension 7. How do you rate this product? Write a headline for your review here:.
Write your review here:. Your email:. Enter your name: optional. Enter the code below:. Related
Products. Find a Mirror We carry all types of Mirror Glass for driver and passenger side mirrors.
Please wait Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose
expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every
day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair
videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part
will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to
search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make
Model Search. Pontiac G6 Mirror - Side View. What year is your Year. Shop by Make. Free Same
Day Shipping. View: 12 5 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Mirror Set. DIY Solutions. Mirror
Operation. Paint to Match. Textured Black. Set Quantity. Mirror Folding Type. Filter Results. Part
: 1AMRE Add to Cart. Part : 1AMRP Pontiac is a registered trademark of General Motors
Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. All
parts meet OEM quality standards, and in most cases exceed the quality of the original product.
If you receive an incorrect item from us, we will immediately pay for return shipment and send
you the correct item. If the part we ship to you arrives in damaged or non-working condition, we
will ship another item out to you immediately. Our prices are hands-down some of the lowest
you'll find on the net. If you find a product sold for a lower price by another vendor, we will beat
or match their price. Federal regulations are in place for ALL auto parts in use on public roads.
In an effort to ensure on-road safety for every driver in the country, the code outlines the
various requirements for manufacturers in order to sell these parts for use within U. All of the
side mirrors available at Go-Parts. The durable construction, visibility specifications, and
mounting studs meet or exceed government regulations, ensuring on-road safety and helping to
provide the vehicle's driver with the range of sight necessary to prevent collisions. We know
how important it is for you to be back on the road, so we strive to make your buying experience
as easy and fast as possible. Start Here. Please Wait More Views. Correct Item Guaranteed If

you receive an incorrect item from us, we will immediately pay for return shipment and send
you the correct item. Item in Good Condition Guaranteed If the part we ship to you arrives in
damaged or non-working condition, we will ship another item out to you immediately. Fast
Shipping Guaranteed Most orders are shipped out the same day as they're received. Best Price
Guaranteed Our prices are hands-down some of the lowest you'll find on the net. FMVSS applies to OEM and Aftermarket parts collectively, and includes: Manufacturer specifications
construction, durability, supporting structure Visibility regulations size of vehicle considered
Adjustment capabilities All of the side mirrors available at Go-Parts. Trusted brands. Fast
Shipping. Secure Shopping. Watch Our Videos. Our mission We know how important it is for
you to be back on the road, so we strive to make your buying experience as easy and fast as
possible. Bolt Checkout. What do you think of our new website? Always Free Shipping! Order
by 2 P. EST M-F and your order ships same day. Auto Parts Categories:. Filter by Vehicle Year:
Year Sort Best Match. Lower Pr
autometer air fuel ratio gauge wiring diagram
johnson parts diagram
2003 audi a4 quattro front bumper
ice. Higher Price. Title A-Z. Title Z-A. Availability: In Stock and Ready to Ship. Ships Same Day
for orders placed by 2pm ET. Part number: AM Add to cart. Need this part fast? Choose Next
Day Air at checkout! Clear All. Select Your Vehicle. Searching for: Mirror - Side View. Part Type.
Mirror Mirror Set. Mirror Operation. Paint to Match Textured Black. Set Quantity. Mirror Folding
Type. Please help us make certain we are selling you the correct part by confirming the year,
make and model of your vehicle:. Body Sensors. Exterior Accessories. Wiper System. Interior
Accessories. Interior Components. View All Interior Items. Air Intake. Belts and Engine Timing.
Engine Components. Axle and Driveshaft. Transfer Case. View All Drivetrain Items. Brake Light
Switch. Headlight Assemblies. Headlight Sensor. Headlight Switch. Headlight Trim. License
Plate Lights. Lighting - Interior. Parking, Corner, Side Marker Lights. Roof Lights. Tail Lights.
Engine Cooling. Part Bundles and Kits. Fuel System.

